
Reception overview - New EYFS Curriculum – 2021 - 2022

EYFS Galaxies

Term
school value

focus

Term 1
(Persevere)

Term 2
(Respect)

Term 3
(Achieve)

Term 4
(Persevere)

Term 5
(Respect)

Term 6
(Achieve)

Topic
Vehicle

Our New
School

Transition
(All about me)

Light & Wonder
(Change and
celebration)

The World and me
(Transport & The Five Senses)

Growing and
Changing

Our Community Super Strong Super
Heroes

Enquiry
Question

“I wonder….”

If I can build
another me?

What do you celebrate ? How can I get to school? How do plants  grow? Who lives in our
community?

What do people do to help us?

Outcome To be able to talk about
themselves and know
that they are unique.

To understand that weather
and seasons change.

To be able to recognise that
people celebrate different

things.

To begin to know that there are
different types of transport for different

purposes and distances.

To know that we use our senses to
explore the world around us.

Children learn the lifecycle of a
caterpillar.
To begin to learn about how things
grow (Cress)

To know that they have a choice
and that their actions and
behaviours impact on the world
around them.

To know that people can be superheroes
in different ways. Identifying what makes

them super. (My Superpower is….)

“Fabulous
finish”

“This is me” day.
Children come in dressed

in their own choice of
clothing and with an item
that represents them and

their likes.

To have a celebration day with
family members.

To have “Galaxies go away day” -
children to come in for a day of travel,

involving journeys and imaginative
experiences.

To have a judge come in and award
the best growing plant.
To plant with a gardener and take it
home to care for.

“Galaxies are green day”
Pupils to take part in an
environmental day.
Eco committee to join in.

Superhero day - Pupils to come in dressed
as a superhero of their choice.
Local visitors to be arranged.

Visit &
experiences

Visit: N/A (settling in term)

Experiences:
Secret readers
Family member visits

Visit: Autumn walk - local walk
around Hellingly looking at
signs of Autumn.

Visit to Hellingly Church - xmas
activity.

Experiences:
Birthday party in class
Diwali -4th Nov
Christmas - Nativity

Visit: Library visit (traveling by bus)

Experiences: Chinese New Year
Airline crew member to visit school.
Science Museum.

Visit: Farm visit (Tottingworth or
Sharnfold: lambing season)

Experiences: Gardener to visit and
grow with children (Fabulous finish)

Visit: Visit to an aquarium/beach

Experiences: Litter picking around
school - ( Waste and recycling
truck to visit the school.)

Visit: Fire Station in heathfield or Hailsham
(by bus)

Experiences: Visit from police,
doctor/nurse each week..

Books Fiction:
Introductory Text: Can I
Build Another Me?

Other texts:
Starting School/Hello
Colour Monster Starts
School
Monkey Puzzle
Rainbow Fish
A splendid friend indeed
Be a Friend - Salina Yoon
A Bit Lost - Chris Haughton
Friend (Rebecca Cobb)

Non-fiction texts:
My body

Fiction:
Introductory Text: What do

you Celebrate?

Other texts:
Leaf Man
Stick Man (PSED)
So Much! - Trisha Cooke
Rama and Sita (Diwali)
Billy’s Bucket
The Birthday Invitation by Lucy
Rowland
How to catch a star
Christmas Stories
The Toy maker

Fiction:
Introductory Text:  We All Go

Travelling By

Other texts:
Brown bear, brown bear what do you
see?/Each Peach Pear Plum - Alan
ALhberg
Polar bear what do you hear?
What the ladybird heard
The Journey home from Grandpas
Up, Up, Up
Magic Train Ride (Singalong)
AMazing Aeroplanes by Tony Mitten
Mr. Gumpy’s outing
The Naughty Bus
Whatever Next!

Fiction:
Introductory Text: Waiting for

Wings by Louis Ahlert

Other texts:
The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric
Carle
The Boy who lost his Bumble
Titch
Olivers vegetables.
The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle
Erols Garden
Tad
Jack and the beanstalk
I can only draw worms

Fiction:
Introductory Text: Five Little

Friends

Other Texts:
Alphonse There’s mud on the
ceiling
The Pirates Next Door
Wilfred Gordon McDonald
Partridge
George saves the World by
lunchtime
Clean up!
Queen’s handbag

Non-fiction texts:

Fiction:
Introductory Text:  Supertato

Other texts:
Supertato
Elliot Jones Midnight superhero
Super Daisy
Captain Underpants
Superduper you
Harry Saves the ocean
Super Bat
Super worm

Non-fiction texts:
Real Superheroes by DK
Information texts about firefighters, police,
doctors and nurses



Poetry:
Nursery rhymes -
1,2,3,4,5 Once I caught a
fish alive.

Non-fiction texts:
Diwali texts - Rama and Sita
Christmas information books
Autumn books

Poetry:
Hickory Dickory Dock

On the way home from Grandpa’s
house.
What the ladybird heard on holiday.
Lulu loves the library - Anna McQuinn

Non-fiction texts:
Doctors
Texts related to sight, hearing,
touching, smelling and tasting.
Chinese New Year
Space and Rockets
Barefoot Solar System

Poetry:
I hear thunder, I hear thunder
rDon’t put your finger in the jelly Nelly
by Nick Sharratt

Non-fiction texts:
Life cycles (Caterpillar, frogs and
plants)

Poetry
The Magic packet of seeds
I am the seed that grew the tree
Here’s a little poem *Introduction into
the
difference between a Poem and a
story

Planet Earth: Map of the World
3D/2D
Recycling and waste
management
Information books on sea life
Places around the world - Coral
Reef Managements.

Factual information including use
of the internet.

Poetry
Heres a little poem

Poetry:
Miss Polly had a dolly who was…

PSED
-Self Regulation

- Managing Self

- Building
relationships

See themselves as a
valuable individual.

Build constructive and
respectful relationships.

Talk about ourselves and
our family.

Making friends. What
makes a good friend?

Routines and behaviour
expectations.

Keeping safe and
healthy.

Self regulation

Key Texts: Feelings
- The feelings book
- The family book           -
My world your world
- All kinds of families
- The Colour Monster
- The Colour Monster goes
to School

- Rainbow Fish

RSHE:
Being Me in My World

Self-identify
Understanding feelings

Being gentle
Rights and responsibilities.

Express their feelings and
consider the feelings of others.

Accepting differences
between ourselves and others.

Negotiating skills.
Feelings and emotions.

Self Regulation

Key Texts: Empathy

-The Dot
- Dogger
-Alfie gets in first                      -
Stick man
- Handful of buttons
- Chapatti moon
Focus:  show/ discuss how
characters are feeling

RSHE: Celebrating Differences
Identifying talents

Being special
Families

Where we live
Making friends

Standing up for yourself

Identify and moderate their own
feelings socially and emotionally.

Different points of views.
Feelings and emotions.

Introduce learning teams and group
work skills.

Key Texts: Acts of Kindness
- Is that what friends do? Jez
Alborough
Friend (Rebecca Cobb)
Be a Friend - Salina Yoon

RSHE: Dreams and Goals
Challenges

Perseverance
Goal-setting

Overcoming obstacles
Seeking help

Jobs
Achieving goals

Show resilience and perseverance in
the face of challenge

.Identifying our strengths.
Perseverance “ I can’t do it yet”.

Key Texts: Empathy
- It’s ok to make mistakes
Tod Parr
- Tadpoles Promise
Jeanne Willis

RSHE :Healthy Me
Exercising bodies
Physical activity

Healthy food
Sleep

Keeping clean
Safety

Think about the perspectives of
others.

Care for the environment – Taking
responsibility for our own actions.
Having an awareness of others.

Having own ideas and
Valuing other’s ideas

Looking after our environment

Key Texts:
- The Soul Bird Michal Snunit

RSHE:Relationships
Family life
Friendships

Breaking friendships
Falling out

Dealing with bullying
Being a good friend

Manage their own needs.
Know and talk about the different factors

that support their overall health and
wellbeing:

Keeping myself safe
Ways to look after my health and dental

care.
Setting goals

RSHE:Changing Me
Bodies

Respecting my body
Growing up

Growth and change
Fun and fears
Celebrations

PD
- Gross

Motor
- Fine

Motor

Gross motor skills
Revise and refine the
fundamental movement
skills they have already
acquired: • rolling
• crawling
• walking
• jumping
• running
• hopping
• skipping
• climbing

Fine motor skills

Gross motor skills
Develop overall body-strength,
balance, co-ordination and
agility.

Fine motor skills
Cutting skills
Introduce handwriting
movements and games.
Letter formation.

P.E :Mrs. Norton
Gymnastics

Gross motor skills
Develop the overall body strength,
co-ordination, balance and agility.

Fine motor skills
Cutting skills
Introduce handwriting movements
and games.
Letter formation

P.E :Mrs. Norton
Gymnastics

Gross motor skills
Progress towards a more fluent style of
moving, with developing control and
grace.

Fine motor skills
Cutting skills
Introduce handwriting movements
and games.
Letter formation

P.E :Mrs. Norton
Dance

Gross motor skills
Develop confidence,
competence, precision and
accuracy when engaging in
activities that involve a ball.

Fine motor skills
Cutting skills
Introduce handwriting movements
and games.
Letter formation

P.E :Mrs. Norton
Games Skills

Gross motor skills
Confidently and safely use a range of
large and small apparatus indoors and
outside, alone and in a group.
Develop overall body-strength, balance,
co-ordination and agility.

Fine motor skills
Cutting skills
Introduce handwriting movements and
games.
Letter formation

P.E :Mrs. Norton



Dough Disco
Fiddly fingers

P.E :Mrs. Norton
Movement and ball
skills

Athletics

Comm and
Language

- Listening,
attention and
understanding

- Speaking

Understand how to listen
carefully and why
listening is important.

Environmental sounds
and listening games.
(Phase 1 phonics
consolidation)

Talking about ourselves.
Listening to sounds -
practising oral blending.

Reading stories with an
adult.
Harvest songs and stories.

Asking questions.

Retelling a story.
Developing story language.
Learning to read and use
expression.

Learning new vocabulary
related to topic, Diwali and
Christmas.

Describe events in some detail.

Learning Christmas songs and
poems

Asking Questions. Answering
questions.

Giving reasons and explanations for
why things may happen.

Observations of changes.

Listen carefully to rhymes and songs,
paying attention to how they sound.

Articulate their ideas and thoughts in
well-formed sentences.

Listening to ideas.
Developing our use of describing
words.

Describing and explaining.

Developing vocabulary related to
topic.

Listening to stories and ideas
expressed by others.

Developing their own stories.

Using the correct tense.

Uses talk to organise, sequence and
clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and
events.

Describing and explaining.

Observations of changes..

Extending vocabulary.
Asking ‘Why’ and ‘How’ questions.

Listen to and talk about selected
non-fiction to develop a deep
familiarity with new knowledge
and vocabulary

Develop social phrases.

Extending vocabulary

Recalling key events in stories.

Uses talk to organise, sequence and
clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events.

Develop their own narratives and
explanations by connecting ideas or

events

Use new vocabulary in different contexts.

Literacy

-Comprehension
- Writing

-Word Reading &
Phonics

Reading stories we like.
Discussing stories

Use some of their print
and letter knowledge in
their early writing.

Write some or all of their
name.

Phase 1 Rhyme, initial
sounds, alliteration oral
blending.

Read individual letters by
saying the sounds for
them.
Blend sounds into words,
so that they can read
short words made up of
known letter– sound
correspondences.

Read a few common
exception words
matched to the school’s
phonic programme.

Retelling story

Writing captions and key
phrases to show
understanding.

Write some letters accurately.

Read some letter groups that
each represent one sound and
say sounds for them.

Read a few common
exception words matched to
the school’s phonic
programme.

Developing oral sentence building.
Sentence construction/punctuation.
Captions and labels writing.

Begin to form lowercase  letters
correctly.

Read simple phrases and sentences
made up of words with known
letter–sound correspondences and,
where necessary, a few exception
words.

Spell words by identifying the sounds
and then writing the sound with
letter/s.

Re-read these books to build up their
confidence in word reading, their
fluency and their understanding and
enjoyment.

Read simple phrases and sentences
made up of words with known
letter–sound correspondences and,
where necessary, a few exception
words.

Form lower-case and capital
letters correctly.

Spell words by identifying the
sounds and then writing the sound
with letter/s.

Read simple phrases and
sentences made up of words with
known letter–sound
correspondences and, where
necessary, a few exception
words.

Form lower-case and capital letters
correctly.

Spell words by identifying the sounds and
then writing the sound with letter/s.

Write short sentences with words with
known sound-letter correspondences
using a capital letter and full stop.

Read simple phrases and sentences
made up of words with known
letter–sound correspondences and,
where necessary, a few exception words.

Mathematics
- Number

- Numerical
Patterns

Match and sort
Compare amounts

Compare size, mass and
capacity.

Explore pattern.

Representing 1, 2 & 3
Comparing 1, 2 & 3

Composition of 1,2 &3
Representing numbers to 5.

One more and less.

Circles and Triangles
Shapes with four sides.
Positional Language

Time

Introducing zero
Comparing numbers to five

Composition of 4 & 5
Exploring 7 & 8
Making pairs

Combining two groups

Compare Mass
Compare Capacity

Length & Height

Exploring 8,9 & 10
Comparing numbers to 10

Number bonds

Time
3D shape
Pattern

Building numbers beyond 10
Counting patterns beyond 10

Adding more/Taking Away

Spatial Reasoning
Match, rotate & Manipulate
Compose and Decompose

Doubling
Sharing & Grouping

Even & Odd
Deepening understanding
Patterns and Relationships

SPatial Reasoning
Visualise and build

Pattern



Understanding
the World

- Past and
Present

- People Culture
and
Communities

- The Natural
World

Talk about members of
their immediate family

and community.

Name and describe
people who are familiar

to them.

Comment on images of
familiar situations in the past.

Understand that some places
are special to members of their
community.(Hellingly Church)
Recognise that people have
different beliefs and celebrate
special times in different ways.

Understand the effect of
changing seasons on the
natural world around them.

Describe what they see, hear and feel
whilst outside.
(Investigations -using their senses.
Taste tests
Hearing walks and sound games.

Sensory experiments and exploration)

Explore the natural world around
them
(.Learning about growth. )
(Noticing changes and making
observations, giving explanations
using their knowledge.)

Understand the effect of changing
seasons on the natural world around
them.

Draw information from a simple
map.

Understand that some places are
special to members of their

community.

Recognise some similarities and
differences between life in this

country and life in other countries.

Recognise some environments
that are different from the one in

which they live.

Compare and contrast characters from
stories, including figures from the past.
(Playing with different scenes –
town/street scenes. Exploring roles and
people over different periods)

EAD

- Creating with
Materials

- Being
Imaginative and
Expressive

Explore, use and refine a
variety of artistic effects
to express their ideas and
feelings.

Pictures of ourselves.
Paper plate faces.
Exploring colour.

Autumn art – leaf printing
etc.

Music Charanga - Hey
you!
Learn to sing nursery
rhymes and action songs:
● Pat-a-cake
● 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Once I

Caught A Fish Alive
● This Old Man
● Five Little Ducks
● Name Song
● Things For Fingers

Sing in a group or on their own,
increasingly matching the

pitch and following the
melody.

Firework paintings
Autumn/ Winter collages.

Christmas cards and
decorations.

Diwali art – patterns.
Creating and constructing

stars
Creating and constructing

christmas presents and gifts.
Christmas/Winter performance

and songs.
Music - Charanga

Rhythm in the way we walk
and Banana Rap

Learn to sing nursery rhymes and
action songs:
● I’m A Little Teapot
● The Grand Old Duke Of York
● Ring O’ Roses
● Hickory Dickory Dock
● Not Too Difficult
● The ABC Song

Watch and talk about dance and
performance art, expressing their

feelings and responses.

Painting in different ways with our
senses.

Dancing with our senses.

Songs related to the senses.
Magic Train Ride - Exploring sound

and instruments.

Music- Charanga
In the Groove
Learn to sing nursery rhymes and action
songs:
● Wind The Bobbin Up
● Rock-a-bye Baby
● Five Little Monkeys Jumping On The

Bed
● Twinkle Twinkle
● If You're Happy And You Know It
● Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

Return to and build on their previous
learning, refining ideas and
developing their ability to represent
them.

Eric Carle collage

Colour mixing
Symmetry art
Colour matching and mixing outside
Woodland/outdoor art. Forest work.
MUSIC: Structure to music – sound
building(to link with growth)

Music - Charanga
Round and round
Learn to sing nursery rhymes and action
songs:
● Old Macdonald
● Incy Wincy Spider
● Baa Baa Black Sheep
● Row, Row, Row Your Boat
● The Wheels On The Bus
● The Hokey Cokey

Create collaboratively, sharing
ideas, resources and skills.

Building with recycled materials
Creating sustainable items

Music
Your imagination
Big Bear Funk is a transition Unit that
prepares children for their musical
learning in Year 1.

Develop storylines in their pretend play.
Performances – dance, music and acting

out of stories and superhero songs.
Creating our own superhero characters

Constructing buildings and landscapes for
story backdrops.

Music Charanga
Reflect, Rewind and Replay
This Unit of Work consolidates the learning that
has occurred during the year. All the learning is
focused around revisiting chosen nursery
rhymes and/or songs, a context for the History
of Music and the very beginnings of the
Language of Music.


